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Follow Mary Magdalene on a profound journey into the world of sacred sexuality. In 2012, author
Mercedes Kirkel received a series of messages from Mary Magdalene guiding her through the
sexual practices known to priestesses in the ancient Egyptian temple of Isis. SUBLIME UNION
presents Mary's full instruction, interwoven with Kirkel's stirring story of applying the teachings with
her partner. Building on the messages offered in book one of The Magdalene Teachings, readers
are now given the second key piece to embodying the union of the Divine Feminine and Masculine.
Mary sheds light on the path of sacred sexuality--which has remained largely hidden until
now--offering us the means to greater fulfillment in our relationships while deepening our spirituality
through intimacy. Best of all, the instruction happens in the context of a riveting, real-life account,
bringing the "master-awakening-the-student" genre into the bedroom!
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When I read Mercedes Kirkelâ€™s first book, Mary Magdalene, The River of Love, I was entranced,
and I couldnâ€™t put it down. There was so much new and interesting channeled information, and I
couldnâ€™t get enough. Fortunately, Mercedes continued to channel and share information from
Mary Magdalene through her blog, and when I learned that River of Love is part of a trilogy, I sat
down and read the second book, Sublime Union, in less than a day. I couldnâ€™t put it down.
Sublime Union takes us to the next level of spirituality as Mary Magdalene teaches us how to

embrace our sexuality and deepen and expand true intimacy in our relationships. Through
Mercedes, Mary provides us with ancient wisdom and gives us the second key to personifying the
feminine and masculine energies inherent in each of us. Sublime Union, though, is much more than
a bookâ€”itâ€™s a spiritual instruction manual on relationship building; and the material is given to us
in an easy-to-digest first person style that makes it simple to digest and incorporate into our
relationships, interactions and connections. I love this book and I plan to give copies of it to all of my
friends. Sherri Cortlandâ€”author of Windows of Opportunity, Raising Our Vibrations for the New
Age, and Spiritual Toolbox.

As was the case with MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS, this is a breathtaking narrative from the
heart. In this book, Mary Magdalene once again speaks to us through Mercedes Kirkel. We are
reminded that sexuality is truly a form of worship and shown just how a sacred sexual relationship
works. This is a fine book for men and women. It is a very intimate portrayal of a very loving, intense
sexual relationship, guided by Mary each step of the way. It is a story of personal triumph for
Mercedes, who pulls no punches talking about the trials and tribulations of the relationship. It is an
intensely HUMAN story. I have long held that a spectacular intimate relationship is far more spiritual
in nature. Connecting on that level enhances the physical experience. Americans especially seem
to have a problem with that concept as regards sexuality. Read this book and learn what it really
CAN be! Thank you again, Mercedes, for sharing Mary's words and feelings with us!

A wonderful and intriguing follow-up to Mercedes Kirkelâ€™s first book. This narrative recounts
Mercedes and her partnerâ€™s journey as they follow Mary Magdaleneâ€™s deepening instructions
in sacred sexuality. While revealing the esoteric sexual practices and ecstasies the lovers
experience, the story also portrays the messy, real-life ups and downs they go through in their
relationship. Following their adventure was very moving, and the aspect of communicating their
individual needs around sex and emotions was outstanding. A unique and inspiring readâ€”I look
forward to hearing what Mary brings to Mercedes next!

I found this book movingly beautiful. I was amazed at how the couple were able to put their feelings
into words. The instructions from Mary were carefully described, and I loved her gentle and
supportive presence throughout the book. It was not an easy journey for Mercedes or her partner,
but they were determined to follow it through. The book is well written and the practices carefully
explained. I am grateful to have found my soulmate to explore these practices with. Thank you

Mercedes for sharing this journey with us.

WOW! A powerful, engrossing, deeply personal, amazingly detailed spiritual and sexual journey. A
breakthrough book. Highly recommended.

Sublime Union is a powerful journey into the sacred and the sexual experiences of the author and
her partner. Guided by channeled messages from Mary Magdalene, Mercedes and Tony embark on
a powerful energetic and erotic odyssey that is utterly compelling and inspiring. It is almost
impossible to put the book down. It has everything: love, loss, sex, and spiritual transformation. The
writing is easy to understand and includes a practical system of well-explained Tantric exercises
that heal and release sexual blocks or judgments. Unless you are already enjoying the ecstasy of
sacred sexualtiy, you want this book!

I began reading this book with an insatiable need to soak up every word. Excited to somehow find a
balance within the masculine & feminine energies. I received incredible support from Mercedes &
Mary's words, allowing me to find healing from past relationships with men. The chakra exercises
are so very powerful, they did exactly what my body, soul & spirit needed to re-connect to my
desires for a deep, unconditional LOVE, not only with my next relationship but with myself! My
gratitude truly cannot be put into words...Thank You from my highest level of being. This book
needs to be in the hands of every soul in this dimension!

The greatest benefit of this book for me was to drop my fear of talking to my lover and partner about
sensitive issues, not only sexual but anything else. When my stomach tightens or my throat closes
up, I have discovered that there's something that I'm holding back. Holding back honest
communication affects the area of our sexuality. Surrendering my fear of complete intimacy opens
up all the doors, allowing love-making to become so much MORE.Thank you, Mercedes, for having
the courage to write about a topic so personal and intimate and share it with the world. I am filled
with gratitude for your honest story you have shared so freely. The information you have channeled
from MM will help couples in their quest for more intimacy and pleasure in "sacred union". I know.
I've been impacted by this knowledge as if I was rocketed to another dimension where I was told,
"It's okay to talk the truth with each other. No more games. Games are misunderstood. No need to
be coy or expect your mate to read your mind. Do not be afraid to open your heart to each other. Be
joyful in the freedom of opening up the line of co-creation, where anything goes." What a relief!~ Jan

Lanning
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